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Message from Mrs Keep

It’s already two weeks back after half term and we seem to have barely 
seen the sun, although it is shining bravely through my office window as 
I write this. The children are, as ever, undeterred by the deluges of rain 
we have enjoyed recently, and taken every opportunity they can to get 
outside, whether on the astro, adventure trail or down at Forest School. 
The annual Pride (for Pre-Prep) and House (for Prep) pancakes races 
were great fun and it was lovely to hear the assembled throng of pupils 
sing Happy Birthday to Mr Clifton as he ably demonstrated the technique 
required to navigate the course laid out for the Prep race. On a related 
theme, we also enjoyed celebrating Ryan’s very special ‘leapling’ birthday 
yesterday as we all gathered for the House debating competition.

It’s been a time of academic exams  for some Year 8 children sitting for 
scholarships to their chosen senior schools and they have, I am sure, 
given of their very best. We will look forward to hearing how they have 
done later on this term. The school has also been under scrutiny with 
a visit by the Good Schools Guide whose reviewer spent the day here 
immersed in life at LPH. We will share the outcome of the review once it 
is to hand.

It’s a shame that many sporting fixtures have also taken a bit of a 
hammering but with the start of meteorological Spring today, I hope this 
is a sign of some kinder weather to come! The tubs of tulips planted by 
every year group are showing encouraging bursts of greenery and will 
soon brighten the school in the run up to Easter.

It was good to finish off a quietish couple of weeks with a PTA fundraising 
cake sale today, combined with the opportunity to stock up on some pre-
loved uniform. We have some events to celebrate over the coming weeks, 
with World Book Day, International Women’s Day and our Mothers’ Day 
events coming along in the space of a couple of days next week and after 
that our Easter celebrations will come into focus. 

I hope all the children find plenty of time this weekend to get cracking 
with their sponsored reading – perhaps this will be a useful suggestion to 
have up your sleeves if rain puts paid to alternative activities!

Notices are on Page 12

Pancake Races!
Congratulations to both Elsa, 
winning Pre-Prep Pride and 
Lavies, winning Prep House, 
for their dexterity with the 
pancakes and frying pans at 
this year’s races.

     Follow us on                @lancingprep.hove            @LancingPrepHove           @LancingPrepHove

https://twitter.com/LancingPrepHove
https://www.facebook.com/LancingPrepHove
https://www.instagram.com/lancingprep.hove
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Pre-Prep News

Pre-School
The children had a super start to the term in Pre-School! As well as enjoying lots of activities related to 
our topic ‘Farms’, they have started their weekly swimming lessons. The children have really enjoyed the 
sessions so far and have even begun to swim on their backs!

It was lovely too to spend time in our school garden (with Dave!) and in the Reception classroom as part 
of the LPH ‘Rising Reception’ programme of events and lovely to see some mummies and daddies there 
too.
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Pre-Prep News

Reception
The children have received a letter from a disgruntled Wilfred the Worm asking them to find out about worms 
and spread the word that ‘worms are wonderful’. The children have enjoyed becoming wormologists, using 
non-fiction books to find out interesting worm facts, searching for worms in the garden to observe closely, 
as well as building a wormery to allow them to watch worms at work.

Reception are looking forward to having the older children visit them next week so they can share all their 
knowledge in the hope they can convince them that worms are wonderful!
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Pre-Prep News

Year 1
The children had a stunning start to their Africa topic this term. First, they created their own passports 
and boarding passes before boarding a plane to embark on an exciting journey to Kenya! They enjoyed 
their flight, complete with fizzy water in champagne flutes! On arrival they were greeted by Theo (Year 2) 
who taught them a traditional African song called Jambo Bwana; the children absolutely loved the whole 
adventure. 

Since then, the children have been tasting tropical fruit, and using their growing knowledge of adjectives 
to describe the fruit from the story ‘Handa’s Surprise’. There was a mixture of reactions ranging from 
‘delicious’ through ‘juicy’ to ‘disgusting’! It was fabulous that everyone had a go, very much in line with 
the ethos here at LPH, and some children even surprised themselves! 

They have been learning about the wild animals found on the Savannah and have enjoyed adding 
artwork and animal facts to their role play corner. There are many budding David Attenboroughs in Year 1, 
who are keen to create their own factual videos to enrich their learning, as suggested by Mrs Gardener in 
assembly this week. We love a challenge!
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Prep News

Year 2
The children have been working hard to develop their growth mindsets. They concentrated hard whilst 
making card towers. It wasn’t easy and at times very frustrating, but their perseverance paid off and 
they felt proud of what they built. 

In Maths, the children have been learning about money and giving change and what better way to 
practise that, than be having their very own shops in the classrooms. It was a fun activity and we clearly 
have some budding entrepreneurs in the making!
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Prep News

Year 3
The children have begun investigating different forces in Science and they have been ‘fishing’ for magnetic 
materials in and around the classroom as well as building structures for magnets.

In REP, the children have been creating their own stained glass window designs taking inspiration from 
their trip to Lancing College Chapel and from looking at how Saints are depicted in stained glass windows.
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Prep News

Year 4
The children have had great fun learning about the water cycle in science recently. Having done the 
‘learning’ they then listened to a rewritten version of Taylor Swift’s ‘Blank Space’ song with lyrics to 
help us remember how the water cycle works https://youtu.be/4CIvRFwtayE?si=jNAhthr7ypLJO3DB. 
This is courtesy of a child who happily told his parents what he was learning about, and they sent in 
the link. 

We then made water cycles in a bag and are now enjoying watching them in our classrooms. Only one 
has fallen so far!

Mrs Moulds took four Year 4 children to a Maths competition hosted by Christ’s Hospital school. They 
were fabulous ambassadors for LPH; they behaved beautifully and obviously really enjoyed the whole 
experience. They also did incredibly well, with one pair coming 11th and the other 14th out of 57 pairs 
from approaching 30 schools.  We could not be prouder. 
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Prep News

Year 5
In REP, the chiildren continued their investigation into ‘justice’ by exploring different types of protest that are 
used to create justice around the globe. They defined different terms and identified which had been used in 
a dramatic scene where a customer campaigned to ban pineapples from pizzas!.
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Prep News

Year 6
Pupils discussed whether self-driving cars should be used in town centres and most agreed that there 
were more benefits for keeping humans behind the wheel. They used skills in dividing points up, 
responding to each other and justifying arguments with scientific evidence.
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Year 7
In History, the children have been looking at the relationship between King Henry II and Thomas Becket 
this half term, and their lesson finished with them hot seating these two men and Edward Grim, a monk. 
They worked brilliantly together and really put themselves into the characters of these medieval men!

Prep News

House Debating Competition
Blundells have made it through to the final after going head to head with Stewarts, after a fiercely fought 
debate discussing whether teachers should be replaced by computers!

Which house will they face in the final?
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CHARITY BIKE RIDE

Pedalling for a Purpose: LPH staff Charity Bike Ride in May from Hove to Paris!

We are thrilled to share exciting news about an upcoming event that not only promotes health and adventure, 
but also aims to make a positive impact on the lives of others. A group of LPH staff has decided to embark 
on a charity bike ride from Hove to Paris over the early May bank holiday weekend, all in the name of raising 
funds for our two school charities – ‘Children with Cancer’ and ‘The Sussex Cricket Foundation’.

Picture this: a group of enthusiastic staff, fuelled by a passion for both cycling and making a difference, setting 
off on an epic journey from our school gates at 6.30am on 3 May, pedalling their way through picturesque 
landscapes, and ultimately reaching the iconic city of Paris. Albeit with a few coffees and croissants along 
the way! To say they are ‘fuelled by a passion for cycling’ is perhaps an exaggeration, as most of the group 
own bikes that they’ve had their entire adult lives and that haven’t seen daylight in years! To put things into 
perspective, six riders made it out for a bike ride on Saturday morning, and ventured from LPH to Newhaven, 
as this will be the first stage in May. Mr Ames’s machine had eight gears in total, while Mr Clifton’s had just 
four. Mrs Moulds’ bike only had one brake. Mr Clifton’s bike also got a puncture, and Mrs Ridge had a water 
bottle that didn’t fit into its cage and kept falling out. So, they’ve got a way to go, but made it to Newhaven 
and back in just over two hours! 

In May, they will be riding approximately 80km each day, covering a total distance of 250km. Mario has kindly 
offered to act as support driver, and they have already received a huge amount of support from local bike 
shops and the charities themselves.

Of course, the main reason for this challenge is to raise money for and awareness of our school charities, 
and the success of this bike ride relies on the generosity of our community. The staff are genuinely going to 
find this a tough challenge, and it will all be worthwhile if the school can raise a good chunk of money along 
the way. If you would like to sponsor us, please visit our fundraising pages, either by clicking on the links or 
scanning the QR codes. As you will see, each charity has its own fundraising page, so choose whichever you’d 
like to support or, even better, split between the two! 

Justgiving.com/page/lph2paris   Justgiving.com/page/lph2paris2

Stay tuned for updates on training progress and the exciting moments the group encounter along the way. 
Thanks so much to those of you who have sponsored this initiative already, and please do get in touch if you 
think you might be able to help in any other ways!
Mrs Ridge and the cycling team!

http://Justgiving.com/page/lph2paris
http://Justgiving.com/page/lph2paris2 
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Notice Board

Wildlife Trust Competition 
Mrs Gardener would like to draw parents’ attention to this competition 
which links nicely with the topic of living things and their habitats which 
is taught in Years 2,4,6, and 8. 

Closing date is 10 March. 

Find out more here: 
https://www.wildlifewatch.org.uk/migration

https://www.wildlifewatch.org.uk/migration
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Schools unite to perform local Folk Opera at Lancing College Chapel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This April, 180 local Sussex school children from primary, prep, and secondary schools unite 
with musicians from the Yehudi Menuhin School, Bernardi Music Group String Academy and 
Lancing College Choir alongside professional Opera soloists for a musical spectacular presented 
by Sing with Strings and performed at Lancing Chapel.  

Presenting ‘Beware the Mackerel Sky’, a dramatic tale of smugglers and spies, conflict, mystery, 
heartache and kindness, this one-act folk opera brings to life the rich smuggling heritage of an 
early 19th-century Sussex community in Shoreham and Lancing, weaving real-life characters and 
events with fiction. Including a musical blend of influences from opera, musical theatre, choral 
and orchestral music with exciting memorable songs. 

The event brings together eight Primary and Prep school choirs, community choirs, opera singers 
and music professionals in one multigenerational and multidisciplined 400 strong community 
for three performances only.  

Composer and Sing with Strings Project Manager, Christopher Hussey and Artistic Director 
Andrew Bernardi write; ‘We believe in the transformative power of music, performance and 
collaboration – at its core, this project is an unmissable opportunity for fun, confidence building, 
making connections and sharing learning with people from different disciplines. We hope to 
inspire interest in music and promote study and career pathways in singing and instrument 
playing.’ 

Lancing College is honoured to host the community company of musicians and spectators.    
Head Master, Mr Dominic Oliver says ‘We are thrilled to be a part of Sing with String’s incredible 
musical performance project, bringing together the local community alongside musicians from 
the Yehudi Menuhin school and professional musicians from across the globe, in collaboration 

This April, 180 local Sussex 
school children from primary, 
prep, including Lancing Prep 
Hove, and secondary schools 
unite with musicians from the 
Yehudi Menuhin School, Bernardi 
Music Group String Academy and 
Lancing College Choir alongside 
professional Opera soloists for a 
musical spectacular presented by 
Sing with Strings and performed at 
Lancing Chapel. Performances are 
on 27 & 28 April. See booking link 
for details.

Lancing College is thrilled to extend a warm 
invitation to LPH parents for an evening filled 
with laughter and joy, courtesy of the Lancing 
Parents Association.

Join us for an unforgettable night of comedy, 
hosted by none other than Graeme Mathews, 
renowned as one of the best club MCs on 
the circuit. The night will be headlined by the 
hilarious Jeff Innocent, whose comedic prowess 
is sure to leave you in stitches. Alongside 
Jeff, we have lined up excellent comedians to 
ensure an evening packed with laughter and 
entertainment: Dave Wilder, Caroline Mabey, Dr 
Kevin McCarron, and Dan Fardell.

Tickets are selling quickly, so be sure to purchase 
yours here: https://buff.ly/3OJQdxf
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 A N N I V E R S A R Y

B A L L
O N  S A T U R D A Y  2 9  J U N E  2 0 2 4

A T  L A N C I N G  C O L L E G E

T H E  H E A D  M A S T E R ,  M R  D O M I N I C  O L I V E R ,  R E Q U E S T S

T H E  P L E A S U R E  O F  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  A T  T H E  

R E C E P T I O N  B E G I N S  A T  6 P M

C A R R I A G E S  A T  M I D N I G H T

D R E S S  C O D E  -  B L A C K  T I E

T I C K E T S  £ 1 6 0 / A D U L T  -  £ 1 6 0 0 / T A B L E

A L L  M E M B E R S  O F  T H E  L A N C I N G

C O L L E G E  C O M M U N I T Y  A N D  T H E I R

G U E S T S  A R E  W E L C O M E

T H

Lancing College 175th Anniversary Ball
The celebrations culminate with a spectacular 
ball set in the College’s magnificent estate. 
The evening will begin with a ‘Sussex 
Bubbles’ drinks reception in the gardens 
surrounding the Chapel. The party will then 
move to the marquee in the Lower Quad for 
a sumptuous summertime feast catered by 
Caper & Berry. This will be followed by some 
‘kick off your shoes’ dancing to the hottest 
party band in the country, The Dark Blues, 
and a fireworks finale to remember for the 
next 175 years.

Book your tickets here: 

https://www.lancingcollege.co.uk/
event/175th-anniversary-ball

Tickets available from www.bernardimusicgroup.com/events/ on a first come, first served basis. Adults 
(aged 19+) @ £12.50, Children (aged 5 – 19) @ £5, Children under 5 are free.



For more info on dates, locations, how the clubs run & to book: theoutdoorsproject.co.uk

LANCING PREP HOVE - WEEK 1
THE DROVEWAY, HOVE, BN3 6LU

TUE 2 APR EXPLORE EASTER ISLAND
WED 3 APR NERF ADVENTURE GAMES

THU 4 APR SUPER MARIO DAY
FRI 5 APR CAMPFIRE COOKOUT: EASTER TREATS

LANCING PREP HOVE - WEEK 2
THE UPPER DRIVE, BN3 6NB

MON 8 APR THE BIG WILD EGG DAY
TUE 9 APR EXPLORE EASTER ISLAND

WED 10 APR CAMPFIRE COOKOUT: EASTER TREATS
THU 11 APR NERF ADVENTURE GAMES

FRI 12 APR SUPER MARIO DAY

 

Multi-Sport Camp: 2nd – 5th April 2024 
Active Academies Multi-Sport Camps have been in operation for over 8 years 
and are a popular choice for children of all abilities, offering a good balance of 

fun competitions, targeted support, and advanced training.  
For younger children, we typically focus on games and developing the 

fundamentals of speed, strength, endurance, coordination, balance, and 
flexibility.  Each session is led by qualified sports teachers and/or coaches, who 

understand the physical development of children of all ages. 
The Lancing College Multi-Sport Camp is for children aged 5 – 12 and takes place 
daily between 9am & 3pm. The cost is £32 per child per day, although discounts 

exist for booking an entire camp for one or more children. 
We hope to see you soon – Emma & Martin Footman 

book: www.activeacademies.co.uk 
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